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BACKGROUND 
In 1970, Malone and Lyons presented a way to break open an 
endomorphism nearring by means of the right ideal of annihilators of an 
idempotent element [8]. Their method is based on a well known decom- 
position theorem of Berman and Silverman [l]. Malone and Lyons first 
illustrated the value of their method with the three usual endomorphism 
nearrings, I(S,), A(S,), and E(S,), of the symmetric group (S,, + ) on 
three letters. 
Recognizing that S3 is also the dihedral group D,, Malone and Lyons 
further applied their method to intensively investigate the three usual 
endomorphism nearrings I(D,), A(D,), and E(D,) of the dihedral groups 
(D,, +) of order 2n. This was done in two steps, the first being for n odd 
in 1972 [9], and the second being for n even in 1973 [lo]. The contrasting 
results, for n being odd compared to n being even, were surprising and 
illustrated extended ways to use their basic method. 
The insights provided by these investigations, as well as the pleasing and 
surprising results obtained, have provided stimulus for further investiga- 
tions along this line. Meldrum studied an infinite dihedral group 
D, = 2 x, Z,, a semidirect product of the integers Z and the cyclic group 
of order two, Z2 [ 111. Again, surprising and pleasing results were 
obtained. 
In recognizing that S3 = D3, Meldrum and Fong completed the work 
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initiated by Malone and Lyons by investigating I(S,), A(S,), and E(S,) for 
n > 2. Since S, is complete for n # 6, one might have expected a contrast 
between I(&) and A(&) for n=6. The trouble came with S,, however 
[14, 15-j. 
Further families of groups have subsequently had their three basic 
endomorphism nearrings studied. The quaternions were studied by Malone 
[7 3, and the general linear groups were investigated by Meldrum [ 12 1. 
Although these studies, like earlier ones, required exhaustive calculations to 
uncover the hidden beauty, very surprising results were attained. 
In this paper, the authors have taken a lesson from the second chapter 
of Ruth [17]. They have gleaned from a field whose reapers were Malone 
and Lyons, and have beat out at least an ephah of results. The field is that 
of the endomorphism nearrings from finite dihedral groups of order 2n, D,, 
where n is odd. These groups are here replaced by generalized dihedral 
groups B x e Zz , where B is an abelian group in which by 2b is an 
automorphism, or more specifically, 3 has odd exponent. In contrast to the 
case where B = Z,, one has 
I(B x0 Z,) z NBx, Z,) 
when BfZ,. 
The structure of the three usual endomorphism nearrings is determined 
for the odd exponent case. It is shown that this structure is valid for 
various semigroups of endomo~hisms and some groups with no exponent. 
As an appli~tion, one is able to construct nearrings in a new way from an 
arbitrary ring R with identity and a unitary R-module M. If x H 2x is a 
group automorphism of R, then these nearrings are distributively generated 
and have subnearrings that are not distributively generated. In addition, 
one gets from a subnearring, a new way to construct a ring from an 
R-module. This construction method carries over to nearring modules of 
an unusual type. 
Actually, the bases for this line of research go back to two different sour- 
ces. We shall see that these sources are intimately connected. In one of 
Fr~hlich’s early works [S J, he. showed that I(S) = A(S) = E(S) for finite 
simple groups. From a slightly different point of view, in 1963 [6], 
L. Fuchs raised a question about abelian groups. When are the 
automorphisms, Aut(B), of an abelian group B a set of generators for the 
additive group of the ring of endomorphisms of B? Actually, Fuchs’ ques- 
tion is a special case of wondering when A(G) = E(G). But, in the non- 
abelian case, the question has two others associated with it. When are I(G), 
A(G), and E(G) all equal, and when is I(G) = A(G)? The work of Meldrum 
[ll] shows that it is also meaningful to replace “equal” by “isomorphic.” 
Several interesting papers have come from Fuchs’ question [2,4,19], 
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and we shall see that answers to Fuchs’ question are applicable to the more 
general ones. 
There are several radicals for a ring: the prime radical, the nil radical, 
and the Jacobson radical. These radicals generalize to nearrings. For the 
nearrings discussed in this work, there is a close relationship between these 
radicals and the radicals of an associated ring of endomorphisms. This 
relationship is studied here. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section, we present a summary of the facts needed from earlier 
works. We also collect together some elementary results about generalized 
dihedral groups. Finally, we study some special maps of a generalized 
dihedral group into itself that will be important in subsequent sections. 
Let S and T denote groups. By S x8 T, we mean a semidirect product of 
S and T, where 8: T -+ Aut(S) is a homomorphism from T to the 
automorphism group of S, and where 
(s, t)(s’, t’) = (s + @t)(s’), tt’) (1.1) 
for s, s’ E S and t, t’ E T. We really want 0 to be nontrivial, for when 13 is 
trivial, then S x, T= S x T, the direct product. Usually, 6 will not be 
explicitly defined for the reader. It is hoped that the reader will be able to 
easily determine what 8 should be. Additionally, if T is naturally 
isomorphic to a group of automorphisms of S, one writes 
(s, t)(s’, t’) = (s + ts’, tt’) (1.2) 
for s, s’ ES and t, t’ E T. So, for example, if B is an abelian group and 
Z2 = (0, 1 } is the group of order two, then B x0 Z2 is the group with 
underlying set B x Z, and product 
(b, x)(b’, x’) = (b + ( - 1 )“b’, x f x’) (1.3) 
for b, b’ E B and X, x’ E T. Here, ( - 1 )‘f - 1)” = ( - I )(Y + zfmod2. 
Alternatively, if S and T denote semigroups, then the same type of 
construction is also denoted by S x0 T, with the understanding that 
9: T+ End(S) is a semigroup homomorphism. For the purpose of main- 
taining consistant notation, in this situation we will not use S x0 T, but 
rather T ex S, where in T e x S 
(t, s)(t’, s’) = (tt’, st’ + s’) (1.4) 
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for t, t’ E T and s, s’ E S. So S X, T and T B x S really define the same semi- 
group, but written in two different ways. 
Let S be a semigroup of endomorphisms of a group G. Then dg(S, G) 
will denote the distributively generated (d.g.) nearring generated by S. 
As such, dg(S, G) is an endomorphism nearring. If S = Inn G, the 
inner automorphisms of G, then I(G) = dg(Inn G, G). If S = Aut G, 
the automorphisms of G, then A(G) = dg(Aut G, G). If S= End G, the 
endomorphisms of G, then E(G) = dg(End G, G). These are the three usual 
endomorphism nearrings spoken of in the introduction. 
As suggested by Z2, Z, will denote the integers modulo n, and so 
z, = { 0, 1, . ..) n - 1 }. Z will denote the integers. If (R, +, .) is a ring or a 
nearring, then R+ denotes the group (R, + ). If a semigroup S has a zero 
element [, where 5. c1= tl. c = 5 for each a E S, then S* = S\(c). Of course, 
it may be that S* has a zero element [*, but it must be that c # c*, so there 
is no problem. The identity map of a set X will be denoted by 1, or simply 
by 1. 
The center of a group G will be denoted by Z(G). The order of G and 
the order of an element g E G will be denoted by JGJ and 1 gl, respectively. 
Similarly, (XI denotes the cardinality of a set X 
Following tradition, if e is an idempotent of a nearring R, then M, = 
{er 1 reR) and A,= {r- er reR}= {teR ) et=O}. Of course, we shall 1 
assume the left distributive law, a(b + c) = (ab) + (ac). 
Berman and Silverman’s foundation for these investigations is their 
theorem that R+=Af +M: =M: +A,+ and M,+ n-4: = (O}[l]. From 
Malone and Lyons, we get that A, is a right ideal and that M, is a sub- 
nearring. If, in addition, Or=0 for each r ER, as is the case for the d.g. 
nearrings studied here, then A, is also a subnearring. If R+ is generated by 
S with respect o +, then M, is the subgroup generated by {es I SE S} with 
respect to +, and A, is the normal subgroup generated by {s - es I s E S} 
with respect to +. If R is a d.g. nearring and e E R is a right distributive 
idempotent element, then M, is also a d.g. nearring. 
The dihedral groups D, are isomorphic to Z, x0 Z,, where 
(a, x)(a’, x’) = (a + ( - l)xa’, x + x’). One can construct the group B x, Z, 
with any abelian group (B, + ) using the same rule for multiplication. If 
B= Z, and n is odd, then b H 26 defines an automorphism of B. This is not 
so if n is even. Likewise, if (B, + ) has odd order or has odd exponent, then 
b I-+ 2b defines an automorphism of B. For these reasons we shall say that 
D, = B x B Z, is a generalized dihedral group [ 181 and call it odd if b H 2b 
defines a group automorphism of B. In this work, we are primarily concerned 
with odd generalized dihedral groups. 
There are numerous elementary facts about these odd dihedral groups 
that we shall frequently use, often without reference. We collect them 
together and call them 
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PROPOSITION 1. Suppose (B, + ) is an abeliun group with the property 
that b H 2b defines a group automorphism. Let DB denote the odd 
generalized dihedral group for B. Then 
(1) (b,x)-‘=((-l)“(-b),x). 
(2) For (b, 1) ED,, I(b, l)[ = 2. 
(3) For b E B\(O), ‘I@, O)l is not even, and I(O, O)( = 1 since (0,O) is 
the identity of D,. 
(4) Ds has trivial center. 
(5) Each subgroup H of B is ident$ed with a subgroup 
H = {(h, 0) I h E H} of D,. Other than D,, these are the only normal sub- 
groups of D,. 
(6) Let [ denote the zero, or trivial, endomorphism of D,. If 
fie (End D,)*, then there is a unique j3 E End B and there is a unique b E B 
such that p= [/I, (b, l)], where [/I, (b, l)]: DB+ D, is defined by 
Cc, O)CP, (6 1 )I = (4 0) an_d (c, 1 )CP, (6, 1 )I = (4 + b, 1). @nuerW, for 
(p, b) E (End D,) x B and /I = [a, (b, l)] as defined above, fl E (End DB)*. 
This correspondence is bijective. 
(7) We have [b, (6, l)] E Aut D, zf and only zf j? E Aut B. 
(8) The inner automorphism of D, defined by (6, x) is 
II(- ((-1)“(-2b), 1)l. 
For each b E B and x E Z2, we haoe that [ ( - 1 )“, (b, 1 )] is an inner 
automorphism. (Ofcourse, (-l)O=l,and(-l)l=-l,.) 
(9) [a, (a, l)loCP, (b, III= CaoB, W+b, 1)l. 
(10) (End D,)* is isomorphic to End B 0 x B. 
(11) Aut D, is isomorphic to Aut B B x B. 
(12) IEnd D,l = IEnd BI . (BI + 1. 
(13) [Aut D,I = (Aut BI . IBI. 
(14) (Inn D,( = (D,I =2 IBI. 
(15) rf B=Z, and n is odd, then jEndD,l =n*+ 1; JAutD,I = 
(n#) . n, where 4 is the Euler &function; and [Inn D, I = 2n. 
(16) For each b E B, the equation 2x = b has a unique solution for 
x E B. 
(17) Ifb=2a, then bh-a defines hEAut B. 
(18) 2h = 1,. 
(19) rf2h’= 1, and h’eEnd B, then h=h’. 
(20) The map a ++ 2a is an automorphism of (End B) +. 
(21) hoa=aohfor each aEEnd B. 
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ProoJ: Since the proofs of these facts are usually straight forward, we 
shall only present a few steps here and there to provide orientation. 
(4) For (a, 0), (b, 1)~ D,, we have (a, O)(b, 1) # (b, l)(a, 0) if a #O. 
So neither can be in the center. 
(5) Suppose (b, 1)~ H, where H is a normal subgroup of Dg. For 
UE B, we have (a, O)-‘(b, l)(u, 0) = (b-2u, 1). Since CH 2c is an 
automorphism and (6, 1 )(b - 2u, 1) = (2u, 0) E H, we have B c H properly, 
which forces H = D,. 
(6) By (2) and (31, (c, O)/?=(c/?, O)-and either (0, l)/?=(b, 1) for 
some brzB, or else (0, l)/?:(O,O). If (0, l)p=(O,O), then by (5), p=c So, 
we are restricted to (0, 1)fi = (b, 1). It is direct to see that /?E End B and 
that (c, l)/?= ((c, O)(O, l))p= (c/?+ b, 1). Hence, b determines a unique 
b E End B and a unique b E B. The converse is direct. 
(8) Now, (b, x)-‘(c, O)(b, X) = (( - l)Xc, 0) and (b, x)-‘(c, l)(b, x) = 
(( - 1)“~ + ( - 1 )“( - 2b), 1). From (6), (b, X) defines the inner 
automorphism [ ( - 1 )“, (( - 1 )“( - 2b), 1 )]. Since a H 2u is surjective, each 
[ ( - 1 )“, (b, 1 )] occurs. 
(10) Define CB, lb, 111 w (P, b) and apply (9). 
(12) Recall that [ is not one of the [/?, (b, l)]‘s. 
(15) This is Theorem 2 of [9]. 
(19) If 2/z’= 1,=2/z, then 2(bh’)= b=2(bh) for each bE B. Since 
a H 2u is injective, bh’= bh. 
(20)-(21) Now, l,=h+h implies that a=a~h+a~h=h~a+h~a. 
If cr=B+/J=/3’+/?‘, then for bE B, we get ba=2(bfi) =2(bjI’), and so 
/I=/?‘. Hence, uoh=hoa. 
The [/?, (b, 1)1’s of Proposition 1 provide a quick way of describing and 
manipulating elements of (End D,)*. Since we are interested in d.g. 
nearrings generated by subsets of End D,, it will prove useful to extend 
this notation to other maps from D, to itself. This can be done via 
(c, y)Ca, P, 4 xl = iz;Ti 
if y=O 
xj 
3 9 if y= 1, (1.5) 
where a, p E End B; b, c E B; and x, y E Zz. With this definition, 
[a, (6, I)] = [a, a, b, 1 ] and i = [c, C. 0, 01. This type of map can be 
manipulated using 
LEMMA 2. For a, B, y, 6 E End B, a, b E B, and x, y E Z,, we have 
(1) [a, A a, xl + CL 4 4 VI 
=[a+r,j?+(-1)“6,u+(-l)“b,x+y]. 
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(2) Ca, B, a, xl 0 Cr, 6, b, ~1 = 
Caoy, Boy, w 01, if x=0; 
Caoy, Bok ad+b, VI, if x= 1. 
(3) -Ca,B,a,xl=C-a,(-l)X(-B),(-l)X(-a),xl. 
(4) For 0 < k E Z and ai, pi E End B, i = 0, 1, . . . . k, 
i$o Cai, Bi, 0, 11 = [ igo ai, ,io ( - 1 Y/L 0, (k + 1) mod 21. 
The proof of this lemma is direct. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREMS 
In [9], Malone and Lyons determined the structures of the usual 
endomorphism nearrings of D,, where n is odd. With the proper interpreta- 
tion, their method can be carried over to odd generalized ihedral groups 
and other semigroups of endomorphisms. This is what we have done in 
Theorem 4. The endomorphisms [ - 1, (0, l)] and [h, (0, l)] and the nota- 
tion of Lemma 2 are the keys to interpreting ,Malone and Lyons’ method. 
As a benefit of this approach, we get Corollary 6, which is an enlargement 
of their main result. Also, we are led to Theorem 8, which introduces a new 
class of nearrings. 
To emphasize the roles of [ - 1, (0, l)] and [h, (0, l)], and to take care 
of nasty calculations for Theorem 4, we have 
LEMMA 3. Let (B, + ) be an abelian group having b I+ 2b as an 
automorphism. Denote the inverse of this automorphism by h. Let D, denote 
the odd generalized dihedral group for B. Suppose S’ is a subsemigroup of 
(EndB,o), and let S=Sex B={[a,(b,l)]~EndD,Icr~S’, beB}. If 
either 
hES’, (2.1) 
or 
-1ES and h E MS’, B), (2.2) 
then CL (0, 111, Ch, (0, l)l, C-L (0, l)l, and CL (0, 111 all belong to 
dg(S, D,). Furthermore, tf either condition is satisfied, then the maps 
(1) Ma= Ca, a, O,Ol, 
(2) Aa = [a, -a, O,O], 
(3) nY = Ca, L 0, 01, 
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and 
(4) n; = CL a, 0, 01, 
for a E dg(S’, B), also belong to dg(S, D8). 
Proof: First, note that 2h2+2h2 = (h+h)*= 1. Hence, 2h2=h. For 
h E S’, we have [h, (0, 1) J E dg(S, D,), and so 
C-k 4 0,01=2(- Ck (0, l)l+ Ch, (0, l)lo Ch, (0, 1)l) E&(X D,). (2.3) 
This gives 
CL (0, 1)l = Ch, (0, 1)l + C-h, h, (401 E&C% DA, 
Cl, (0, l)] = Ch, (0, l)] - C-h, h, O,O] ~dg(S, DB), 
(2.4) 
P-5) 
and 
C-1,(0,1)1=Ch,(O,1)1+3C-h,h,0,01~dg(~,Dg) (2.6) 
also. 
Now, suppose (2.2) holds instead. Then [ - 1, (0, l)] E dg(S, DB) and 
h = Cf=, ai with cli E S’ for i = 0, 1, . . . . k. Since the q’s belong to S’, we have 
each [cq, (0, l)] E dg(S, DB). For any CI E S’, we have [cr, (0, l)] E dg(S, DB) 
and 
~~,-~,O,~]=-{C-~,(O,~)~~[~,(O,~)])E~~(S,D,). (2.7) 
so 
i Cai, (-l)‘cri, Ov 113 if k is even 
[h, (0, l)] = i=” (2.8) 
- 5 C%(-l)‘%,O,11 if k is odd. 
i=O 
Because [ 1, (0, l)] = [ - 1, (0, l)] 0 [ - 1, (0, l)] E dg(S, Ds), this gives 
[h, (0, l)]~dg(S, DG). To finish this, use (2.3), (2.4), and (2.5). 
Finally, assume that either (2.1) or (2.2) holds. Suppose u E dg(S’, B). 
Then for some cli E S’, i = 0, 1, . . . . k, we know a = Cf=, tli. Thus, 
if k is odd 
(2.9) 
if k is even; 
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AU= 
i 
iio C%, t-lY+i%o, 11, 
j. llai, t-l)“+’ OIj, 03 l] + [5, (0, l)]y 
ny = (M” + lP)o [h, (0, l)]; 
and 
n;=(M”-na)~[h, (0, l)]. 
Therefore, (l)-(4) hold. 
if k is odd 
(2.10) 
if k is even; 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
With this we can now obtain our main theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Let (B, f ) be an abelian group having b I-+ 2b as an 
automorphism. Denote the inverse of this automorphism by h. Let D, denote 
the odd generalized dihedral group for B. Suppose S is a subsemigroup of 
(End&o), and Iet S=s’ ex B= ([a, (b, l)]EEndD,/ aESl, bEB). If 
either h E s’ or ( - 1, h) E s’ x dg(s’, B), then 
(1) S is a s~bsemigro~p of (End I),, of. 
(2) CC, (0, I)] E dg(S, DB) is an idempotent. 
(3) Di = Mci,co, ,,, is isomorphic to D, as groups with respect to 
addition. 
(4) A;,,,o,,,,~dgtS’,B)+$dgtS’,B)+. 
(5) &t& DA+ r&tS’, B)+ @ Ctdgfs’, B)+ @B) x, &I. 
(6) The elements of dg(S, D,) are exactZy the [a, /I, b, x] where 
a, PEdg(S’, B), be B, and xEZz. 
(7) Addition and multiplication in dg(S, DB) are exactty as de~ned in 
Emma 2. 
Proof: The proofs of (1) and (2) are direct. Now, Dk=M,,,, ,), is 
generated by all [C, (0, l)] 0 [LX, (b, l)], with aESr and be B [9]. An 
arbitrary element fe Mri,(,, , ), is 
f= $ &illL i, bi, 11, (2.13) 
i=O 
where each q= t-1. Hence (b,O)f=(O,O) and (6, l)f=nf-,,(bj, l)‘i= 
(~~,0(-l)‘bi,(k+1)mod2). So 
f=[Li, 5 (-l)‘bi,(k+l)mod2]. 
i--o 
(2.14) 
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This means that 
Mci,co, I)] = 1 L-L 6-7 6 xl I (6, x1 E % (2.15) 
and (3) follows immediately from the map [[, c, b, x] + (b, x). 
The subgroup A &,co, 1)1 is the normal subgroup generated by all 
[a, (b, I)] - [[, (0, l)] 0 [LX, (b, l)] = [a, a, O,O] = M” with YES’ and 
b E B. That is, A &, C0, , ), is the normal subgroup generated by {M” ( a E S’}. 
But then, {M’I~~ES’}~{M~~,E~~(S’,B)}~A$(~,,),, and so, as a 
normal subgroup, A &,, , )3 is generated by {M” 1 a E dg(S’, B)}. 
Since A&o, l)] is a normal subgroup of dg(S, D,) +, we have each 
A” = - CD, (6 1 )I + Ma + CA (6, 111 (2.16) 
in A CL (0, 1 )I for CI E dg(S’, B). As the notation suggests, /1” is produced 
independently of the [p, (6, 1)] used. In fact, 
A= = CD, lb, 1 )I + Ma - CB, (6 111 (2.17) 
also. Similarly, for each LX E dg(S’, B), 
M”= -[S,(d, l)l+A”+[S,(d, l)]=[S,(d, l)]+LP-[s,(d, 1)], (2.18) 
and this is also independent of the [S, (d, 1)] selected. 
So conjugating any M” or /i” by elements of S, or their negatives, yields 
only M” or na. Thus, conjugating any W or /1’ by any element of 
dg(S, DB) yields only M” or /1”. Thus, A hco, , ), is the group generated, 
with respect to +, by {MN, A’ ) cr~dg(S’, B)}. 
Now, for each a E dg(s’, B), 
and 
n;=(M=+A=).[h,(o, l)]=M”h+P (2.19) 
n;=(w-A”)~[h, (O,l)]=Wh-P, (2.20) 
and so l7q and Z7q belong to A,, Co, i), . So A tco, i ), contains the group 
generated by {Z7q, IZ; 1 cx~dg(S’, B)). But Ma=17~+17~ and na = 
l7: - Z7; for each tl E u’g(S’, B). This means that A &,Co, i), is contained in 
the group generated by { nO;, Z7; 1 c1 E dg(S’, B)}. Thus, A &,co, 1j3 is the 
group generated by { nO;, Z7; I o! E dg(S’, B)}. 
One can easily show that for ~1, /I E dg(S’, B), 
n;+rIfLn;+~, i= 1,2; (2.21) 
- n; = n;=, i= 1,2; (2.22) 
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and 
nq+n~=n~+n;. (2.23) 
Let Pi= {Dq ( a~ dg(s’, B)}, i= 1,2. By using (2.21) and (2.22), one can 
get that Pi is a subgroup of A&,co, 1j, for i= 1, 2. Clearly, P, n P2 = {c}. 
With (2.23) one obtains that Pi is a normal subgroup in A &,cO, 1j, for 
i= 1, 2. Thus, A &, 1j, z P, 8 P,. Further, each Pi z dg(s’, B)+. This 
completes the proof of (4). 
Finally, by Lemma 2 and the fact that dg(S, D,) + = A &,,, 1j, + 
M+ Cti(O,~)l' we get (5) by combining (3) and (4). 
Theorem 4 can now be applied to specific situations. 
COROLLARY 5. Let (B, +) be an abelian group with odd exponent n. 
Then 
(1) I@,)+ r&z@ C(Z,OB)x,Z,l; 
(2) A(D,)+ z dg(Aut B, B)+ @ [(dg(Aut B, B)+ @B) x, Z,]; 
(3) E(D,)+ z (End B)+ 0 [((End B)+ @B) x, Z,]. 
Multiplication in these endomorphism nearrings is as in (2) of Lemma 2. 
Prooj Here h = [(n + 1)/2]. 1, and [ - 1, (0, l)] Finn D,. So - 1 ES’ 
and h E dg(s’, B). Also, Inn B g Z,. 
COROLLARY 6. Let (B, + ) = (Z,, + ) with n odd. So D, = D,, the usual 
dihedral group of order 2n. Then I(D,) = A(D,)=E(D,), II( =2n3, 
I(D,) E Z, @ [(Z, 0 Z,) x0 Z,], and multiplication is as in (2) of Lemma 2. 
Remark. Corollary 6 is an enlargement of the main theorem, 
Theorem 3, of [9]. 
COROLLARY 7. For an abelian group (B, + ) of odd exponent n, E(D,) = 
A(D,) if and only if End B = dg(Aut B, B), and A(D,) = I(D,) if and only 
ifB=Z,. 
Remark. Corollary 7 shows where answers to Fuchs’ question can be 
relevant to the more general question. 
In light of these results, it seems worthwhile to abstract the structure of 
these endomorphism nearrings. This is done in 
THEOREM 8. Let R be a ring with identity 1 and group of units U(R). Let 
M be a unitary right R-module. On the set N = R x R x M x Z,, define 
[r, s, a, x] + [r’, s’, a’, x’] = [r + r’, s + (- l)xs’, a + (- l)“a’, x + x’] 
(2.24) 
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and 
[r, s, a, x] . [r’, s’, a’, x’] = 
[rr’, ST’, ar’, 01, if x=0 
[rr’, ss’, as’ + a’, x’], lj- x=1. 
(2.25) 
Then 
(1) (N, +, .) is a lef? nearring with identity Cl, 1, 0, 11. 
(2) -[r, s, a, x] = C-r, (- l)“( -s), (- l)“( -a), x]. 
(3) The group of units of N is isomorphic to the direct product 
U(R) x [U(R) B x M]; it consists of all elements of the form [r, s, a, 11, 
where r, s E U(R) and a E M. For a unit [r, s, a, 11, [r, s, a, 1 ] - ’ = 
[r-l, SK’, -as-‘, 11. 
(4) The distributive elements of N are the elements [r, r, a, l] for any 
r E R, a E A4, together with the elements [r, r, a, 0] with 2r = 0, and 2a = 0. 
(5) N is a d.g. nearring if and only tf 2 E U(R), that is, if and only if 
r c--r 2r is an automorphism of R +. 
(6) Zf N is d.g., then every element of N is the sum of three or fewer 
distributive elements, and for some elements of N, three is the minimum 
number required. 
Proof The proofs of (1) through (3) are direct, as is verifying that the 
elements described in (4) are distributive. To show that these are the only 
distributive elements of N, let [r, s, a, x] be a distributive element of N. 
From 
(Cr,,s,,a,, 11+Cr2,s2,az, l]).[r,s,a,x] 
= Crl, ~1, al, 11 . Cr, s, a, xl + Cr,, s2, a,, 1 I . [r, s, a, xl, (2.26) 
one gets 
s,r-s,r=s,s+(-l)“s,s (2.27) 
and 
a,r-a2r=a,s+a+(-l)“(a,s)+(-1)“a (2.28) 
for all s,, s2 E R, and for all a,, u2 E M. Either x = 1 or x = 0. If x = 1, then 
setting s1 = 1 and s2 =0 in (2.27) gives r =s, and so [r, s, a, x] = 
[r, r, a, 11. Suppose instead x = 0. Setting s, = 1 and s2 = 0 gives r = s, 
while setting s1 = 0 and s 2=1 yields -r=s. Hence r=s and 2r=O. In 
addition, if a, =a, =0 in (2.28), then 2a=O. So in this case, [r, s, a, x] = 
[r, r, a, 0] with 2r = 0 and 2a = 0. Consequently, (4) holds. 
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To prove (5) first assume 2 E U(R) and let h denote its multiplicative 
inverse. Take an arbitrary [r, s, a, I] E N. Then 
[r,s,a, l]=[h(r-s),h(r-s),O, l] 
+[h(r-s),h(r-s),O,lJ+[s,s,a,l]. (2.29) 
Now, take an arbitrary [r, s, a, 01. Then 
[r,s,a,O]=[h(r+s),h(r+s),a,l]+[h(r-S),h(r-S),O,l]. (2.30) 
So an arbitrary element of N is the sum of three or fewer distributive 
elements. There is no way to have [r, s, a, 1 ] = [t, , tr , h, 1]+ 
Cl23 f2, c, II= Ct1+ f2, f, - f,, b-c, 01. Hence, sometimes three dis- 
tributive elements must be used. This gives (5) in one direction and as a 
consequence (6). 
Now, suppose N is d.g. The element [ 1, 0, 0, 0] belongs to N, and it is 
not a distributive element by (4). So 
(2.31) 
for k > 1 and some [ri, ri, 0, xi], i = 1, . . . . k. But 
(2.32) 
where m,=O and mj=C;::xi for i>l. Hence, 1=x;=, ri, 0= 
C:=, (- l)m’ri, and 0 = C:= 1 xi. This means that 
l= l+O= 5 ri+ i (-l)“iri=2. C rj, 
i=l i=l .ie J 
where J= {i 1 mi=O}, and so 
h= c rj, 
jcJ 
(2.33) 
Thus, 2 is a unit and (5) is true. 
Remarks. Note that when N is d.g., parts (4) and (5) of Theorem 8 
imply that the distributive elements of N are exactly the [r, r, a, 11, where 
r E R and a E M, together with the element [0, 0, 0, 01. 
Also, note that N may fail to be d.g. even when M is a faithful unitary 
R-module. For example, consider R = Z and M= Z, that is, N = 
zxzxzxz,. 
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COROLLARY 9. Let N be a d.g. nearring as des&ribed in Theorem 8. Then 
(1) Each element of the form [0, 0, a, 11 is an idempotent. 
(2) Each M&o,., ll =D’,zD,. 
(3) D,+.,%n{Me 1 egM, e2=e, and Al,+ is nonabelian}. 
Proof: Parts (1) and (2) are direct. If e E N is an idempotent and 
e = [r, s, a, 11, then M, is nonabelian, and M,+ = DIM = M&,, 0, ,,, ,,. 
Remark. Part (3) of Corollary 9 tells us that if one knows that a 
nearring is d.g. and of the type considered in Theorem 4, then one can 
recover the group by the intersection of the nonabelian A#?%. 
3. IDEALS 
In this section, we examine some of the ideals of the nearrings described 
in Theorem 8. We will use this information in the next section to calculate 
radicals. From Theorem 8 comes 
COROLLARY 10. Let N be a d.g. nearring as described in Theorem 8. Let 
L=f[r,s,a,O]ir,sER,aEMj, (3-l) 
and 
T= {[r,s,O,O][r,sER). (3.2) 
Then L is an ideal of N and T is a right ideal of N. 
Remark. The T of Corollary 10 corresponds to Act, (,,, 1J, of Theorem 4 
and to A, of Section 2 of [9]. Hence, Malone and Lyons are incorrect in 
saying that A, is a commutative ring. Nonetheless, T is a subnearring of N 
that is also a ring. The structure of T will be considered again in Section 5. 
COROLLARY f 1. Let N be a d.g. nearring as described in Theorem 8. Let 
K=([0,s,a,x]IsER,afM,xEZ23. (3.3) 
Then K is an ideal of N and is the right annihilator of L, and it is not 
distributively generated as a subnearring. 
ProofY It is direct to see that K is an ideal and that K is the right 
annihilator of L. If [0, s, a, x] E K is a distributive element in K, then 
(CO, 1, al7 Ol+ F-4 r2, a2, 11). CO, s, a, xl 
=N 1,a,,Ol.CO,s,a,xl+CO,r,,a,, II-to,s,a,xl (3.4) 
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[O, (1 + r&, (a, + a& + a, x] = [O, rzs, u2s + a, x]. (3.5) 
So s = 0 follows from s + r2s = r2s. Thus, our distributive element is of the 
form [0, 0, a, x], and all of these cannot generate all of K. 
Remark. This corollary provides infinitely many examples of d.g. 
nearrings with subnearrings that are not distributively generated. Of 
course, Malone and Lyons could have provided more examples in [9], but 
perhaps they were satisfied when they provided the second example to 
appear in the literature [S]. 
The ideal K of [9] was of particular importance. Our K is the analog in 
N of this ideal. So it should not be surprising that we get 
PROPOSITION 12. Every element of K is either nilpotent or has additive 
order 2. In particular, [0, s, a, 012= [0, 0, 0, 0] and [0, s, a, l] + 
L-0, s, 4 11 = co, 0, (401. 
The proof is direct. 
PROPOSITION 13. [0, LO, 1 ] is a left identity for K. 
THEOREM 14. Any right ideal of N containing [r, s, a, 1 ] must contain K 
also. 
Proof Suppose H is a right ideal of N and [r, s, a, 1 ] E ZZ. Then 
and 
[r, s, a, l] - 2[r, s, a, l] . [h, h, 0, l] = [0, s, a, l] E H (3.6) 
But then 
[O, s, a, 1) * [O, o,o, l] = [O, o,o, l] E ZZ. (3.7) 
- [0, h, 0, l] + [O,O, 0, 11-k [0, h, 0, l]= [0, l,O, 11 E H, (3.8) 
and so [0, LO, l] -K= KEH. 
Now, define 
I, = L n K. (3.9) 
Then I, is an ideal of N. In fact, Z,, is a ring with the zero multiplication; 
i.e., Zi= { [O,O, O,O]}. Moreover, LK= { [O,O, 0, O]}. 
For a subset ZE R, we will identify Z with the subset 
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{[i, 0, 0, 0] 1 in I> s N and call this new set 1, also. Using the standard 
definitions and results from Pilz [16] (but for lef nearrings), we get 
THEOREM 15. Let N be a d.g. nearring as described in Theorem 8. Let 
L, K, and I0 be the ideals of N described above. Then 
(1) L is both a maximal modular right ideal and a prime ideal. 
(2) A right ideal I of R is maximal $ and only if Z+ K is a maximal 
right ideal of N. 
(3 ) An ideal I of R is prime if and only if I + K is a prime ideal of N. 
(4) An ideal I of R is nil if and only if Z+ I0 is a nil ideal of N. 
This describes all the maximal right ideals and prime ideals of N. All 
maximal nil ideals of N are among those described in (4). 
Proof (1) Note that N has an identity, and so all right ideals are 
modular. Also, [r, s, a, 1 ] . [u, v, b, 1 ] = [ru, sv, av + 6, 1 ] & L. The proof of 
(1) is now direct. 
(2) The proof here is straightforward. 
(3) Going back to the comments before this theorem, 
LK={[O,O,O,O]}. S o every prime ideal of N contains one of L or K. The 
rest of the proof is just usual prime ideal arguments. 
(4) Any element of the form [r, s, a, l] is not nilpotent, and so 
all nilpotent elements of N are in L. The ideal I, is nilpotent. For 
Cr, 3, a, 01 E 4 we get [r, s, a, Olm = [rm, sr+ ‘, arm-l, 01. Hence, 
[r, s, a, x] is nilpotent if and only if x = 0 and r is nilpotent in R. Again, 
what is left to prove is direct. 
Remark. This theorem shows the close connection between the ideals of 
R and the ideals of N. This will be exploited in the next section. 
4. RADICALS 
In this section, we consider the radicals of the d.g. nearrings described in 
Theorem 8. The radicals of interest here are the prime radical, the nil radi- 
cal, and the three Jacobson-like radicals. These radicals can be determined 
with the help of Theorem 15. We then look at the quotient nearrings that 
result from factoring by these radicals. These quotient nearrings are all 
rings. 
In general, radical theory for nearrings is a complex subject. For what 
we are doing here, we require only a small part of that theory. So, for con- 
venience, we will summarize the definitions and results needed. This, and 
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more information on radicals, can be found in the books by Meldrum [ 131 
and Pilz [16]. Meldrum’s will be our primary source, since he has written 
in terms of left distributive nearrings. 
Remark. The proposition and definitions can be found in both of the 
cited references. However, Theorems 16 and 17 and Corollary 18 are new. 
In this section, N denotes a d.g. nearring as described in Theorem 8. The 
ring and module used to construct N will be denoted by R and n/i, respec- 
tively. M denotes any nearring with 1. 
The prime radical and the nil radical can be described concisely. The 
prime radical, denoted by P(M), is the intersection of all prime ideals of 
Jlr. The nil radical of Jlr is the sum of all nil ideals of &” and is denoted 
by N(M). The Jacobson-like radicals are more complex in definition. We 
will start with 
DEFINITIONS. Let 4 be a monogenic X-module. We say that A is an 
M-module of rype 0 if 4 has no nontrivial proper ideals; it is an Jlr-module 
of type 1 if & has no nontrivial proper ideals and for m E A, either 
rnX = A or rnM = (0); and it is an N-module of type 2 if d has no non- 
trivial proper submodules. 
DEFINITIONS. For v = 0, 1,2, the v-radical of Jlr is defined by 
J,(M)= n {Ann,(&) 1 &’ is an Jlr-module of type v>, 
where Ann,(&) denotes the annihilator in J of A. If there are no 
M-modules of type v, then set J,(M) = N. 
We need to supplement hese external definitions of radicals by some 
internal descriptions. Z2(.,V) is the intersection of all maximal right ideals 
of Jlr which are not properly contained in any proper .&--subgroup of M. 
A radical-like right ideal, called .Z1,2(M), is the intersection of all maximal 
right ideals. The O-radical Jo(M) can be characterized as the greatest ideal 
contained in J1,2(J1T). All these radicals are related by 
PROPOSITION. P(~)EN(J~~)~J~(~)~J~,~(~)~J~(~)~J~(~). 
Now, the Jacobson-like radicals of N are accessible via 
THEOREM 16. J,(N)=J,,,(N)=J,(N)=J,(N). 
Proof: The map Y: N-+R@Z2 defined by !P[r,s,a,x]=(r,x) is a 
nearring epimorphism onto the ring R 8 Zz with ker ‘Y = IO. Hence N/Z0 2 
R 0 Z2 and so J,(N)/Z, = J(R), P(N)/Z,, g P(R), and N( N)/Z, E N(R). Use 
the correspondence theorem to complete the proof. 
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The theorem says that ail the Jacobson-like radicals of N coincide. So set 
J(N) =J(R) +I,, and call this the Jacobson radical of N. Note that the 
Jacobson radical of N is closely linked to the Jacobson radical of R. 
Likewise, for the prime and nil radicals, we have 
COROLLARY 17. The prime and nil radicals of N are given by 
(1) P(N)=P(R)+Z,, 
and 
(2) N(W=NR)+G,, 
respectively. 
Theorem 16 and Corollary 17 show that the ideal structure of N is 
closely related to the ideal structure of R and this similarity is reflected 
in the radicals. Perhaps one could choose R so that the prime, nil, and 
Jacobson radicals are distinct [ 13, p. 1111. In this case, N would be a 
nearring with these corresponding radicals distinct, also. 
Finally, the quotient nearring structure of N is described by 
COROLLARY 18. For a d.g. nearring N as described in Theorem 8, 
(1) N/.WzR/J(R)OZ,, 
(2) NINW)~RIN(R)OZ,, 
and 
(3) N/P(N)zR/P(R)OZ,. 
Note that these quotient nearrings are all rings. 
5. REMARKS ON THE RING T 
In this final section, we focus on the ring T contained in the nearring N 
of Theorem 8. This was promised in the remark following Corollary 10. 
Recall that T corresponds to A cT,(O, i )I) and A &,(O, i), z P, 0 P2 in the proof 
of Theorem 4. The structure of T can be abstracted. This leads to a new 
construction for nearrings that uses an unusual type of nearring module. 
For a ring R and a right R-module Zt4, (Mx R, +, .) is a ring, where 
(m, r) + (m’, r’) = (m + m’, r + r’) and (m, r)(m’, r’) = (mr’, rr’). The ring T 
has this type of structure where, in the proof of Theorem 4, M takes the 
role of P, and R takes the role of Pz. 
When one has an R-module A4, say a right R-module, then one has 
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(a) (M, + ) is an abelian group; 
(b) (R, +, .) is a ring; 
(c) m(r1r2) = (mr1)r2 for all m E h4, and for all rl, r2 E R; 
(d) the group elements distribute over the ring elements, so 
m(rl + r2) = (mrl) + (mrJ for all m E M and for all ri, r2 E R; 
and 
(e) the ring elements distribute over the group elements, so 
(m, +m,)r= (mlr)+(m2r) for all m,, m,EM and for all rER. 
The case for modules for nearrings is usually motivated by looking at all 
mappings from a group G into itself. Denote this nearring by N. Then the 
group (G, + ) is often called an N-module or an N-group, and we have 
conditions analogous to (a), (b), (c), and (d), but not (e). 
The unusual case is motivated by looking at the endomorphisms of a free 
group on a set X; i.e., one of the Neumann nearrings [ 13, p. 2223. Let 
F(X) be the free group on a set X, and let End @t(X) denote the 
endomorphisms of F(X). For such an endomorphism f, and for an 
element x of the free group, denote the action of f on x by xf Even by 
putting the argument on the left of the mapping, we get a right nearring 
(End 9(X), 0, o), but we must be careful with @ so that it is a binary 
operation. Let f and g be two such endomorphisms, and let f 1 X and 
g 1 X be their restrictions to A’. Pointwise addition of these yield 
f 1 X+ g 1 X, which has a unique extension to an endomorphism f 0 g. 
Now 0 is a binary operation and (End F(X), 0, 0) is a nearring, where 
(f@ g) 0 h = (fo h) 0 (g 0 h) is valid. This nearring acts on the free group 
9(X) and (x1 +x2)f=x1 f+x*f is valid. So the nearring elements dis- 
tribute over the group elements. We have conditions analogous to (a), (b), 
(c), and (e), but not (d). Of course, it is just as natural to refer to the free 
group g(X) as an End F(X)-module, but nearring modules of this type 
have hardly been studied [ 13, p. 303. 
But if one has a nearring module G over a right nearring N, and of the 
type with properties analogous to (a), (b), (c), and (e), then (G x N, +, .) 
is also a nearring if + and . are defined as in the beginning of this section. 
Here, one must have a nearring N satisfying the right distributive law, 
however. In addition to the situation described in the previous paragraph, 
this type of nearring and module arise elsewhere. See [3, pp. 68-691. 
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